
FLAPPERS 
 

"A social construct that garnered massive appeal on variety stages around the world, and in Australian revusicals in 

particular, the flapper is arguably one of the most spectacular examples of the evasion of social discipline from the 

early twentieth century, producing jouissance-like reactions through excessive bodily consciousness."
1
 While the term 

flapper is now synonymous with the "Roaring Twenties," bringing to mind young women who rebelled against the 

strict social rules applied to women of earlier generations, the origins of the flapper as a twentieth century construct 

actually date back to the mid to late-1910s.  In this respect many young women from that period were simply 

responding to the incredible social and cultural changes that took place in Western countries leading up to, during and 

immediately following World War I. At their most visible, flappers typically flaunted their disdain for morally 

acceptable behaviour by wearing short skirts, smoking, listening and dancing to jazz, attending parties and openly 

expressing their sexuality.  
 

 
 

American flappers (ca. 1920s) 

Source: Smithsonian.com. 
 

The term flapper is thought to have derived from several earlier uses. In northern England, for example, it was used to 

refer to a teenage girl who had not yet entered womanhood (possibly a reference to girls whose plaited pigtails flapped 

on their backs).
2
 The Online Etymology Dictionary also records that the term "flap" had been applied to women of 

loose character as early as the 1630s,
3
 and that by the 1890s "flapper" had begun to emerge in England as popular 

slang word for prostitute.
4
 In 1903 novelist Desmond Coke used it in his college story of Oxford life, Sandford of 

Merton, writing "There's a stunning flapper," while English actor George Graves reportedly explained it to Americans 

in 1907 as being theatrical slang for acrobatic young female stage performers. Later authors and artists such as F. Scott 

Fitzgerald and John Held Jr. were among the first to use the term to the U.S., and in doing so both reflected upon and 

helped create the image and style of the flapper. By 1910 the word was popular enough for A.E. James to write a 

series of stories in the London Magazine under the title "Her Majesty the Flapper." The series revolved around the 

misadventures of a fifteen-year-old girl. The following year a London Times theatre critic, in reviewing the comedy 

Lady Patricia noted that the "mischievous and flirtatious flapper" was already an established stage-type.
5
 By the time 

war had broken out in 1914, however, the word's usage had gradually begun to shift away from high-spirited teenagers 

to describe any impetuous immature woman. A widely-reproduced article from 1914, "Flappers under Fire," reports 

that British scientists in Australia had even attempted to bring "their gigantic intellects to bear upon the local flapper." 

The author writes:  
 

Not at all pleased with her are they. They groan at the free and easy flippancy of her manners, and shudder at 

her generous display of physical charms. Her low-cut blouse is considered subversive of morality, her split 

skirt is an incentive to vice, and her openwork stockings are a snare and a temptation to the hearts of men. Said 

one of the visitors (a lady scientist): "I consider your flapper a menace to the community. She is but a child in 

years, but she is too well versed in tricks of making-up and too prone to copy exaggerated fashion plates." To 

all which Miss Flapper would retort in her own language. "There was no thought of pleasing you when I was 

made." That answer touches the spot. The flapper was created to bring joy into the heart of her masculine mate 
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- the "knut" with the Yankee clobber, the "raining in London" trousers, and the sultry socks…. The opinion of 

a set of elderly and somewhat wowseristic scientists counts for nothing against the gloating gaze of a Bourke-

Street "head" or a Block Johnnie…. What's wrong with the flapper, anyway. Long may she flap.
6
 

 

In responding to the problem of young women being forced the give up their 

employment as the men came home from the war, the London Times in 1919 

published an article titled "The Flapper's Future," making a direct correlation 

between the flapper and women aged in their late teens or early twenties.
7
 By 

1920, the term had taken on the full meaning of the flapper generation's style and 

attitudes, leading naturally to a moral backlash. In his lecture that year on 

Britain's surplus of young women caused by the loss of young men in war, Dr. R. 

Murray-Leslie criticized "the social butterfly type… the frivolous, scantily-clad, 

jazzing flapper, irresponsible and undisciplined, to whom a dance, a new hat, or a 

man with a car, were of more importance than the fate of nations".
8
 In the USA 

the craze even led to a magazine called The Flapper being published.  
 

While much has been made of the flapper as a 

focus of Hollywood films, first brought to the 

screen through Francis Marion's The Flapper 

(starring Olive Thomas), and in later films 

headlined by Clara Bow, Louise Brooks, 

Marie Prevost, Colleen Moore and Joan 

Crawford  among  others,  the  flapper   had  

already made its impact on the public through theatre, and in particular the variety 

stage. In England and the USA this occurred through the rise of the revue. And 

while revues were the theatrical vehicle through which flapperism first emerged on 

the Australian stage, the widespread popularity of the narrative-driven Australian 

revusical from 1915 onwards became even more important to its eventual 

widespread appeal with young Australians. The young girl, or flapper, of this era 

was not regarded by all as beneficial to the industry, though. Frank Vernon, who 

devotes an entire chapter to the flapper in The Twentieth Century Theatre (1924), 

writes: "She was an excited and uneducated young person who couldn't be 

bothered to listen to a play unless it had melodrama and jejune sentimentality in 

slabs; she knew it was a jolly war because it brought home men in uniform and that 

thrilled her sexually." He goes on to argue that the flapper "blighted English acting 

by reducing elderly, non-eligible-for-service actors to the status of clown."
9
 

 

The epitome of the variety flapper during the war years was arguably Daisy 

Jerome, the New York-born but English-raised soubrette who effectively 

provided a music hall equivalent of Marie Lloyd for war time audience. Her 

presence in Australia during her two tours here, 1913-1916 (for J.C. 

Williamson's and the Tivoli circuit among others) and 1920-1922 for the 

Fullers, was one of superstar status. Described in the Theatre Magazine in 1919 

as "a most humorously audacious claimant for public notice,"
10

 Jerome is said to 

have admitted to a Williamsons' press agent that she was "prepared to do 

anything" to get media and public attention. Roy Rene's recollection of Jerome 

is that "she was a good artist… She got the crowd all right. She used to give 

them the stuff semi-blue. I should think that quite a number of people would 

remember her."
11

 Known widely as "the electric spark," Jerome certainly 

garnered a significant amount of attention from the local press, with articles 

about her appearing regularly - some of them of her own making, too. As 

historical resources, however, these are somewhat problematic due to Jerome's 

capacity for embellishment (and even manufacturing stories). What Jerome did, 

however, was to serve as a new model of femininity during the flapper era. She 

exuded confidence and self-reliance, and was not afraid to mix it with the boys,  
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Daisy Jerome 
Photograph accompanying her 

 Rexona endorsement. 

Theatre Magazine (Sydney) Oct. 1916, 46. 
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so to speak. "I have ridden astride through Portsmouth, for I am as much a boy as a girl," she told the Theatre 

Magazine in 1915. "It was [also] a favourite prank of mine to go into the military canteens and pass on drinks to the 

soldiers who used to call me Bill… I have twice been in court… I love riding, play billiards badly and dislike golf, a 

game that means you have to pay to walk"
12

 For the young Australian flapper and variety artiste of the war years there 

was no greater role model than Jerome. In this respect she demonstrated the achievements possible for women of the 

era, many of whom were taking on additional responsibilities due to their husbands, brothers and fathers being absent 

through the war effort. Jerome's sense of carefree abandon and self-belief was a decidedly potent mix for young 

women, who flocked to see her. 
 

The Australia public's interest in the female body was obviously not new in 1915, but some quite interesting shifts in 

how it was being publically displayed did begin to emerge around that time - not just on the stage but also in the 

media of the day. There was, for example, a greater frequency of female-related photographs appearing in variety 

industry trade magazines from as early as 1914. And in a number of instances nude photographs, presented as "artistic 

poses," served to provide additional viewing pleasure for their readership. One of the first of these appears in 1916 

when the Theatre Magazine presented Ellera Neri, one of The Bunyip pantomime's chorus girls, in a nude pose. Two 

years later Daisy Jerome appeared nude with a bunch of namesake flowers for the same magazine,
13

 which prompted 

one reader to contribute his favourite nude painting for the magazine's following edition, describing it as a "model of a 

perfectly proportioned figure."
14

 While some complaints were naturally levelled at the magazines, these increasingly 

regular instances suggest an attempt by the post-war/ragtime generation to break free of the Victorian mindset. 
  

 
 

Daisy Jerome 

Theatre Magazine (Sydney) Sept. 1918, 6. 

 

 
 

Nude Model 

Preview of the Cecille Pagum Company's  

Australian tour. 

Green Room (Sydney) May 1919, 3. 

 
 

Nude Dancers 

Green Room (Sydney) May 1919, 3. 
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Ellera Neri 

"A fine art study." 

Theatre Magazine (Sydney) Nov. 1916, 53. 
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The influence of the flapper on the variety stage can be demonstrated by increased advertisements in the industry 

magazines calling for young women to audition for chorus roles. "Wanted for Revue work," goes one Harry Clay 

pitch. "Young lady song and dance artistes with voices and new faces essential. Apply by letter to J.H. White [Clay's 

Sydney agent]"
15

 The provision of buxom and (often) scantily-clad chorus girls, placed in positions of delicate 

innuendo provided exactly the level of evasive pleasure that, as the opening chorus of Nat Phillips' Stiffy and Mo 

revusical What Oh Tonight (1916) implies: 
 

Girls who have to work, don't stay at home and shirk 

Come and learn the beauty art, and stay and stay and stay 

If you're very plain, don't sit there in pain 

Come and have it massaged all away, away, away 
 

Manicuring's fine, pedicure divine 

Every girl who has a boy to win 

Come let's do your hair, we will make you fair 

Come on boys and see the fun begin.
16

 
 

 
 

Al Bruce's Rosebuds 

Theatre Magazine (Sydney) July 1916, 33. 
 

The flapper played a significant role in helping increase the popular culture appeal of both variety theatre, and in 

particular the revue and revusical genres. By the mid-1920s the craze for all girl jazz bands like The Ingenues (USA), 

became a major drawcard on the international vaudeville circuits, amply demonstrating youthful femininity and 

extraordinary talent away from mundane domesticity. However, most people still associated the vaudeville flapper 

with chorus girls. Indeed few reviews in Australia from this period fail to mention the role of the chorus in revusicals, 

with some critics going out of their way to emphasise the female delights on show. As prominent Clay director and 

revusical troupe leader Joe Rox once advised those going on the stage, "the more you show the more you go."
17

  It 

appears, too, that any excuse to get young women into the least amount of clothing was good enough, even if it didn't 

make much sense to the narrative. In one Rox production, for example, the police court setting didn't stop him from 

introducing a bevy of bathing beauties, an aspect commented on by Australian Variety who saw more problems with 

the fact that the bathing costumes were poor quality. "Why did not the girls dress like Ida Merton," notes the critic. 

"She stood out on her own and made the others look so awful with their rough costumes."
18

  Indeed reviews tended to 

devote as much attention to the chorus as they did to individual performers. X-Ray's critique of Arthur Morley's The 

Belle of Parsley Bay (1917) notes, for example: "The feature of the revue is the really attractive dancing of the Gaiety 

Six chorus."
19

  Later that year another revusical's chorus receives his glowing tribute: "The Gaiety Six are all shapely, 
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attractive girls. With their singing and dancing they combine an acrobatic display that includes some clever posing and 

tumbling. The applause the performers get shows how immensely to the liking of the audience is their offering."
20

 

Reference to flappers, chorus girls and vamps were also often part of an evening's programme, as the following from 

husband and wife vaudeville team, Joe and Vera White, demonstrates: 

 
   He:    I saw Theda Bara in Cleopatra last night. 

   She:   How did you like it? 

   He:    I never saw Theda bare-er.     

   He:   What do you do for a living? 

   She:  I'm a show girl. 

   He:   If you show any more you'll get pinched.
21

 
 

Some comedy patter from Delavale and Gilbert, two prominent Harry Clay comedians further demonstrates the appeal 

of referencing female nudity in the flapper era: 
 

 Mr Delavale (handing Mr Gilbert a postcard): That is "Venus in the Bath." 

 Mr Gilbert: (taking the card, and looking at it): Yes? 

 Mr Delavale: Of course you can see very little of her. The water is up to her neck. (Mr Gilbert continues  
  looking at the picture, evidently with no thought of handing the card back to Mr Delavale.) 

 Mr Delavale: (reaching for it): Give it to me. 

 Mr Gilbert: No, I'm waiting. 

 Mr Delavale: Waiting for what? 

 Mr Gilbert: Waiting for the water to run out.
22
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"Turned up nose, turned down hose. Flapper? Yes sir! 

One of those…" 

 

Cosette:  You're giving the glad-eye to Max, carrying on with Paul,  

       and more or less entangled with half-a-dozen others. What  

              does your husband think of it all? 

Fifi:        Fiddlesticks! Don't you know that in these days the right  

              hand should never know what the left hand gives? 
 

"Seaside Confidences" 

The second in a series of "French War-Time Humorosities." 

Theatre Magazine (Sydney) July 1918, 47. 
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The issue of social proprietary and morality as it pertained to chorus girls and flappers continued to be raised in 

newspapers and industry magazines throughout the war years. An article titled "How Much Less Will the Chorus 

Wear," published in the Green Room in 1919, looks at the issue from an international perspective but notes that for 

some time "Australia had many offerings of pretty plank-walkers plunging through the audience in next to bath-room 

attire with dimpled knees on the level on the front stalls' eyes." The author, writing under the by-line, "Uriah, the Hit 

Out," indicates that he had been told by one German producer that nudity was appealing as much on the grounds of 

economy as novelty. "It would be much cheaper," he argued, "if the girls wore nothing, provided the public came 

along just the same to glimpse Eve in her modern music-hall setting." There may well be some factual basis in this 

confession as silk tights and silken hose were not only very costly during the war but more to the point were almost 

unprocurable: 
 

The cotton substitute, to the trained eye of the stalls' bald-head, was hideous… and the managers voted for 

bare limbs and a liberal use of powder. They saved money and they pleased their patrons, but the nude 

limbs put a tremor into many a nymph of the ballet on whose shape the shadow of suspicion had never 

previously fallen. You can't pad bare calves and powder is no remedy for bandiness (1). 
 

In addition to reviews and reports published in the entertainment sections of various newspapers and magazines, were 

letters to the editor, editorial comment, cartoons and popular songs which also added further fuel to the public debate. 

Seemingly less concerned with this issue as a matter of morality, and perhaps more interested in boosting sales, the 

industry magazines published in almost every issue a number of photographs of scantily clad female performers in 

various artistic or enticing poses, while sheet music sales were boosted by alluring titles and covers. 
 

The high-spirited attitude and hedonism of the flapper lifestyle and look effectively disappeared following the 1929 

Wall Street stock market crash. The Great Depression was not the only reason, however. In America, the 1930 Motion 

Picture Code forced Hollywood to sanitise morally offensive content in films, including any depiction of sexuality. 

This effectively led to the flapper, and any flirtatious female character, disappearing from motion pictures for several 

decades.  Another possible reason for the demise of the flapper was her loss of mystique following more than a decade 

of extensive media coverage. As Brian Paolo notes: "As more and more young women started to imitate the flapper 

lifestyle depicted by the media, flappers evolved from an exotic class of rebels into something more common - and 

therefore less exciting" (9). 
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Excerpts from this article relating to the Flapper and Australian variety theatre (including Daisy Jerome) have 

been sourced from Clay Djubal. "What Oh Tonight" (2005), Chapter 5. 
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The Ingenues, an American vaudeville style all-girl jazz band  

in Sydney, 1928.   

Source: Hood Collection. 
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A 1920s Chorus 

Source: pinterest.com 

 

 
 

Marie Pevost, an ideal Flapper 

Source: dieselpunks.org 


